Quality Assurance for the
"High Frequency Hammer Peening Method"
International "High Frequency Mechanical Impact (HFMI)" Technology

This representation is based on the long-standing experience of the PIT team with PIT technology, as well as on other HFMI methods,
and is meant to describe the main criteria for ensuring high reproducibility.

the PIT-Effect
a) …achieves a geometrical optimization of the notch at the weld toe

=>

b) …overlays the tensile stresses at the surface with high compressive
stresses

The result is a significant enhancement of the fatigue strength or fatigue life.
A PIT treatment is just needed at the Hot-Spots of a construction.
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To achieve the optimum effekt of a HFMI treatment PITEC recommend the following:

1) Detailed operator training with senzitization
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

theoretical knowledge of fatigue causes
theoretical knowledge of the PIT effect
Knowing the limitations of PIT
practical training of intensity test
practical training for different applications

2) PIT treatment procedure
The operator training make sure that the operators are able to do a
optimum HFMI treatment. But to know how and where they should
treat, they need a treatment procedure which is created by a
consultant, a designer and/or a welding engineer.
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3) The PIT-Almentest offers a reliable verification of the current Intensity from the PIT System
A nondestructive testing of the induced compressive stresses isn't available till now. Therefore it is important to be
able to verify the needed intensity of the system at any time. For that the PITEC has developed a modified Almen
test especially for HFMI.
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4) The visual inspection is the most important part of the quality control
➢ the specified area (hot spot) must be treated completely
➢ there should be no „remaining notch“ visible
➢ a flat treated area should have no visible plateau

correctly

4.1 treated notch

wrong

incomplete treatment => visible remaining notch
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4) The visual inspection is the most important part of the quality control

correctly

4.2 flat treatment

wrong

Incomplete treatment => visible Plateaus
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5) Only an extensive operator training achieves the required understanding for an sustainable
treatment. Without such a sensitization the following mistakes are probably.
misaligned treatment

incomplete treatment
remaining notch

misaligned treatment
incomplete treatment
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without a sensitization…
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6) The condition of the accessories
Because the hardness of a Pin is HRC 64 they are relative wear resistant. Nevertheless the
friction between Pin and surface as well as Pin and Pin holder will result a wear.

In addition to a clear influence
on the appearance of the
treated surface, a worn pin also
has an influence on the impact
intensity and thus directly on
the induced residual
compressive stresses.
Clearly recognizable here by
result of a PIT-Almentest:
➢ worn Pin = 0,345 mm
➢ new Pin = 0,40 mm
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6) The condition of the accessories
Due to wear and tear between the pin and the pin holder, the guiding will wear out.
Even this wear has a significant influence to the treatment
line. There will still be an effect but it will become more
difficult to do the visual control regarding remaining
notches.

Therefore, please check regularly the wear of your accessories and replace if necessary,
to ensure the good effect of PIT sustainably!
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7) Low or absent weld reinforcement
Generally, the firing pin is guided along the weld reinforcement and
hence automatically hits the key notch in the weld toe centrally.
In practice, ground welds or even very low weld outlets do not allow
this notch to be hit exactly, which also then makes it difficult to track on
the basis of the trace. In these cases, extensive treatment from the
centre of the weld to the centre of the HAZ is recommended. Only in
this way can the weld toe also be definitively overlaid with compressive
stresses.
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In such situations, feedback is to be given to the supervisor!
A well-trained and fully aware operator can recognise immediately if
the HFMI effect is permanently compromised or avoided.

Poor execution with lack
of fusion

Existing cracks

Subsequent heat input

HFMI is much more than only a higher frequency

HFMI is currently the most efficient post-treatment method with the greatest effect in relation to increased fatigue resistance.
However even though the name suggests this, the HFMI effect is based on far more than just a higher frequency.
Conventional hammer/needle peening also induced residual compressive stress in the surface and thus achieves improved fatigue
resistance. However it was always too risky to count on these effects because the results that were achieved varied too much. This
was because of the varying contact pressure by the user in this procedure, which had such an influence on the residual compressive
stress that the results varied from really good to insufficient.
Professor Efim Statnikov, the inventor of the first HFMI system, developed a procedure with UIT that maximised the effect but
above all also ensured reproducibility so that it was possible to count on the effects sustainably.
Besides optimal impact intensity the user’s contact pressure also needed to be decoupled in such a way that the same intensity
always reached the component. He achieved this by mounting the vibration transformer on spring bearings in the casing, thus
causing the same intensity to reach the component every time within the spring range.

PITEC not only mounted its striking mechanism on spring bearings but also only activates the process with a proximity switch when
the device is inside this spring range. In this way PITEC has not had a single failure to date that could be traced back to a lack of
reproducibility, despite having probably treated the most R&D tests and numerous industrial applications.
There are already greater or lesser differences in reproducibility in the 4 HFMI processes named by IIW, as has been proven in
individual projects. Thus own processes cannot offer test procedures such as the modified Almen test offered by PIT or UIT because
they produce different results on every test strip.

As with all successful technology the first processes are now coming onto the market that we consider to be simple
hammer/needle processes and are offered as HFMI processes merely based on a striking frequency of ~100 Hz.

Thank you for your attention!
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